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1.    abandon  (bir yeri, kişiyi veya şeyi) 
terk etmek

• He claimed that his parents had abandoned 
him.

(bir aktiviteyi veya işi) 
bitirmeden bırakmak

• The authorities have abandoned any attempt 
to rescue the miners.

2.    abnormal  garip, normalden farklı 
• My sister has an abnormal fear of dogs.

3.    absence  (bir yerde) bulunmama, mevcut 
olmama 

• Many people wanted to see you in your 
absence.

4.    absolutely  tamamen
• You were absolutely right when you objected 

to the plan.
• There is absolutely no difference between 

these two ideas.

5.    abundant  büyük miktarda 
• Birds are abundant in this region especially in 

summer.

6.  background  arka plan, bir şeyin arkasındaki 
manzara veya görünüm

• He is a powerful person but he prefers to 
remain in the background.

7.  bake  fırında pişirmek veya pişmek
• I need to learn bake cakes.
• The bread is baking.

8.  balance  denge, denge durumu
• The medicines you are taking may affect your 

balance.
• The ecological balance of the forest is at risk.

9.  ban  yasak, yasaklamak 
• The authorities declared a ban on smoking in 

all public places.
• He was banned from driving for three years.

10.  calculate  hesaplamak 
• Have you calculated the result?

11.  cancellation  iptal, iptal etme
• Many passengers suffered delays and 

cancellations on planes, trains, ferries and 
buses last week.

• There have been some cancellations, so now 
you can come on the trip.

12.  candid  içten, dürüst, samimi
• I haven’t been completely candid with him 

during the conversation.

13. candidate  aday, bir sınava giren kimse
• I was the strongest candidate for the job.
• If you are overweight, you are a candidate for 

hypertension.

14.  capable  yeterlikli, yapabilen, elinden 
gelen

• She is capable of telling a lie easily.
• Her husband was such a fine, capable man.

15.  capital  başkent 
• Paris is the capital of France.

büyük harf
• You must use capital letters while filling in 

this form.
kapital, sermaye

• We need more capital to start this business.

16.  career  meslek, kariyer 
• I began my career as a teacher in 1990.
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17. ignorance bilgisizlik, cehalet
• We are in complete ignorance of their plans.

18. ignore bilmezlikten gelmek, 
aldırmamak

• I said hi to him but he totally ignored me.
• Your arguments ignore the question of who is 

responsible.

19. illegal yasaya aykırı
• It is illegal to own a gun without a special 

licence.

20. illusion hayal, yanılsama 
• No one had any illusions about winning the 

war.
      

21. image görüntü, imaj, izlenim
• We have to create an attractive image for our 

product.
• The tobacco industry has been trying to 

improve its image.

22. jar kavanoz
• I cannot open the lid of the jar.

23. jealous kıskanç
• Many people were jealous of his wealth.

24. keen hevesli, istekli
• You’re not keen on going with them, are you?

  (duyular ve duygular için) 
keskin  

• He is an artist with a keen eye for detail.

25. labour iş, emek; iş gücü
• The problem is that our country lacked skilled 

labour in 1930s.
  doğum

• The pains meant that she was going into 
labour.

26. lack eksiklik, sahip olmama; bir 
şeyden yoksun olmak, sahip 
olmamak

• Despite my lack of experience, I was able to 
get the job.

• You obviously lack the determination to 
become successful.

27. ladder seyyar merdiven
• The fireman climbed up the ladder into the 

second floor room in an attempt to rescue the 
people there.

28. machinery makinalar, mekanizma
• Our factory is equipped with quality 

machinery.

29. mad deli, akıl hastası 
• She went mad and was put into a mental 

hospital.

30. magnificently   mükemmel bir şekilde  
• Our team played magnificently throughout 

the competition.

31. magnify büyütmek
• This microscope magnifies germs, which 

allows us to see them.

32. maintain sürdürmek, önceki durumunu 
devam ettirmek

• I hope you can maintain your recent 
improvement.

  bakmak, geçindirmek
• He is too poor to maintain his family.

  iyi durumda tutmak
• It may be expensive to maintain a car.

33. major büyük, önemli, ciddi
• Your house needs major repairs.
• There was a major earthquake in this region 

last year.
  ana dal, mezun olunan dal

• I have a history major.
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A. Match the words to their definitions. 

1. pathetic ____  a. a tool with a sharp edge that you use to cut wood or other hard  
material

2. rat ____  b. a large, strong bag used to carry or keep things
3. sack ____  c. bad and showing that you have not tried or are not brave
4. saw ____  d. a small, round thing containing medicine that you swallow
5. tablet ____  e. an animal that looks like a large mouse and has a long tail

B. Complete each sentence with one of the words below.
 

salary particular qualification raise wage 

sail scenery unbearable rate participate

1. I have been having ________________ pains in my back since I fell and broke one of my ribs while 
skating.

2. It is not easy for parents to ________________ a child who is well balanced, healthy, and happy 
with his accomplishments.

3. I have sent an email to my boss asking for an increase in my ________________.
4. Once you decide to ________________ in the questionnaire, you will be asked to fill out a form.
5. Athletes’ wearing a(n) ________________ colour gives the coach a way to identify each of them 

without knowing their names.
6. We decided to ________________ all night to reach the coast but it wasn’t going to be easy with a 

limited number of crew.
7. This chart shows the ________________ of change in life expectancy at birth since 1850.
8. Andy should spend less time with friends and commit himself to studying to get a 

medical ________________.
9. Cycling is not only a healthy exercise but also a perfect way to appreciate the beautiful 

________________ of your surroundings.
10. Until legislation is passed, there will be no date set for a minimum ________________ increase.

C. Complete each sentence with the correct prepositions.

1. You must have at least one year of work experience in order to qualify ________________ a 
position in our company.

2. We are looking for anyone ________________ talent in voice acting to add voice to our upcoming 
series.

3. Basic information about the school was not satisfactory ________________ us, so we decided to 
get further information.

4. If you need a sample ________________ a product before ordering your carpet, please give us a 
call.

5. Forecasters’ predictions about storm were ________________ target as a devastating windstorm 
hit the town.
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D.    Choose the correct word in each sentence.

1. Fans who scream / receive an invitation will have the opportunity to purchase tickets on a first-
come, first-served basis. 

2. A sculptor / tenant has a clear idea about what he wants to shape out of the marble block; similarly, 
a painter knows what he is going to paint.

3. Some engineers have dedicated themselves to finding solutions to make cleaner water more 
secretly / readily available to people in need of it.

4. We were not able to schedule / screen a flight due to a strike therefore we had to postpone our 
travel plans to Paris.

5. The headmaster asserted in his speech that scholarship / realization of hopes and dreams 
is closely related to both the individual and society. 

6.   If you don’t have sufficient funds to pay for your taxes / seats, it may be wise for you to look for 
alternative financing.

7. Some people are still receptive / sceptical about the reality and seriousness of climate change 
although the scientific evidence is so strong. 

8. Although the temple / tear is situated too high above the eye level, many people take the effort to 
climb up the mountain to visit it each year.

9. I get great satisfaction from doing a job well and making money always comes secondary / 
temporary to that satisfaction.

10. Andrew is regarded as a notable scholar / rebel of early modern history who combines literary and 
historical studies.

E.    Complete the sentences with the help of the letters given.

1  Students are expected to be in uniform every day, unless a r________________ excuse is given.

2. Onions come in v________________ shapes and colours, the most common being oval-shaped and 
slightly smaller than a tennis ball.

3. Most people don’t even t________________ to think of their most unhealthy habits until their lives 
are threatened by an illness.

4. Teachers usually use a v________________ of methods of techniques as all students have different 
learning styles. 

5. We need a high degree of transparency as well as the s________________ of votes during and 
after the elections.

6. The statistics are not even nearly accurate and do not reflect r________________ in any way.

7.   This perfume has a sweet and fruity s________________ that resembles to strawberry and even a 
little to blueberry.

8. A business manager needs to know which expenses are v________________ and which are fixed 
in order to analyse a business’s profit.

9. Some teachers express concern that giving students a s________________ chance after the  
end-of-year assessment might be unfair.

10. We are launching a campaign asking the government to make it compulsory for all cyclists to 
w________________ a helmet.
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1. The analysis of the data collected in the 
second ---- was much more elaborate than  
the first one.

A)  collapse  B)  border
C)  direction  D)  section
     E)  harbour 

2. ---- cars have a gearbox that requires the 
driver to change from one gear to another.

A)  Amusing  B)  Manual
C)  Tangible  D)  Cautious 
     E)  Dense

3. The amount of caffeine found in tea is 
highly ----, depending on the plant content 
of the tea, how long it is brewed, and other 
factors.

A)  native  B)  ambitious 
C)  variable  D)  innocent 
     E)  credible

4. A dog that ---- its tail while playing is 
actually harmless and should not alarm 
dog owners.

A)  defines  B)  survives
C)  prevents  D)  demands
     E)  chases

5. Teaching children goal setting is by far the 
best way to help them start ahead and ---- 
their future.

A)  persuade  B)  abandon 
C)  object  D)  secure
     E)  nominate 

6. Clove is one of the most effective and ---- 
available natural ingredients when it comes 
to natural toothache relief.

A)  readily  B)  verbally
C)  mildly  D)  candidly 
        E)  idly

7. Scientific method is a way of asking and 
answering scientific questions through ---- 
and experiments.

A)  paths  B)  denials
C)  boundaries D)  bills 
      E)  observations

8. The most important of the advantages of 
organic ---- is that it maintains the life of 
the soil, not only for the current generation, 
but also for the future generations.

A)  pavement  B)  account 
C)  farming  D)  possession  
       E)  density  

9. The Hubble Space Telescope is a large 
space-based ----, which has been providing 
a clear-cut picture of the universe since it 
was put into orbit in April 1990.

A)  basement  B)  observatory
C)  inspiration D)  identity
       E)  emphasis 

10. A pedestrian hit by a lorry when walking on 
the ---- made an injury compensation claim 
for the injuries suffered.

A)  peak  B)  schedule 
C)  wreckage  D)  pavement
         E)  seat


